Abstract. This paper proposes two ways to instantiate general games specified in the game description language GDL to enhance exploration efficiencies of existing players. One uses Prolog's inference mechanism to find supersets of reachable atoms and moves; the other one utilizes dependency graphs, a datastructure that can calculate the dependencies of the arguments of predicates by evaluating the various formulas from the game's description.
Introduction
General game playing (GGP) is concerned with the playing of games whose rules are not known beforehand. Thus, in contrast to classical game playing it is not possible to write a highly specialized game player, such as DEEP BLUE [3] for Chess, or CHINOOK [15] for American Checkers. Instead, the players are supposed to perform well on a much larger variety of games.
Most of the successful players of the last years (e. g., CADIAPLAYER [5] or ARY [14] ) use the Monte-Carlo based approach UCT [11] to play general games. So far, they still use the uninstantiated input specified in the game description language GDL [13] and use Prolog to infer knowledge about possible moves and successor states.
Initial experiments with pure Monte-Carlo runs on a number of games indicate that using Prolog on the uninstantiated input usually leads to a significantly worse runtime behavior in the number of expanded nodes per second compared to the performance on instantiated input (see Table 1 ). Thus, transforming the input to instantiated form, i. e., one without any variables, should be of high priority.
Moreover, in the domain of action planning almost all recent planners (including, e. g., FF [7] , GRAPHPLAN [1] , and SATPLAN [8] ) infer such an instantiated input. The typical input comes in uninstantiated form, so there exists the same problem as in general game playing. Therefore, we expect that the next generation of efficient general game players will avoid unification for binding variables during play via a static analysis prior to the search that yields an instantiated version of the input.
To come up with a superset for all reachable atoms, moves and axioms (as needed for instantiating the problem) we use either a fixpoint computation via unification by implementing an inference interface to the logical programming language Prolog or the knowledge we gain by evaluating the dependency graphs for the several structures in the game's description. This paper, which provides an extension and improvement to a precursing workshop paper [9] , is structured as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to general game playing and the game description language. In Section 3, we describe the instantiation process. In Section 4, we present our experimental results. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 5 and show ideas for further improving the instantiation process.
The Game Description Language GDL
In recent years the game description language GDL [13] has become the language of choice for modeling general games. It is a logic-based language, which describes games in an uninstantiated form, i. e., the game description typically incorporates variables. In the following we will explain the important keywords of GDL and give examples according to the description of the game Maze, which is a single-player game containing four cells with the robot starting in a and a stack of gold lying in c. The goal is to move the gold to a. If this goal is not reached, the game ends after at most nine moves. The cells are connected as shown in the figure to the right.
All the formulas consist of a body (an arbitrary formula, which might be empty) and a head, which is a positive atom.
role: Specifies the names of the players defined in the game. (init (cell a)) (init (gold c)) (init (step 1)) true: Denotes the atoms true in the current state (appears only in bodies of formulas). state axioms: Help to shorten the description. The operator <= denotes the implication, so that some of the axioms can be considered as derived predicates. variables: Variables are denoted with prefix ?. legal: Describes the moves possible in a specific state for one of the players. For each reachable non-terminal state and each player at least one move has to be possible.
(<= (legal robot grab) (true (cell ?x)) (true (gold ?x))) (<= (legal robot move))
does: Specifies the moves chosen by the players (appears only in the formulas' bodies). next: Determines the successor state, mostly dependent on the moves chosen by all the players. The frame is modeled explicitly in GDL, i. e., any state atom not satisfied by any of the next formulas is supposed to be false.
(<= (next (cell ?y)) (does robot move) (true (cell ?x)) (adjacent ?x ?y))
terminal: Provides a description of the terminal states. The game ends once one of these states is reached.
(<= terminal timeout) (<= terminal (true (gold a))) distinct: States that the two arguments must differ (appears only in formulas' bodies). goal: Specifies the rewards (within [0, . . . , 100]) for the players for each possible terminal state. Higher rewards are to be prefered.
(<= (goal robot 100) (true (gold a))) (<= (goal robot 0) (true (gold ?x)) (distinct ?x a))
The game starts at the initial state. Each player has to check which moves it can perform and select one of these. Once all players have chosen a move, the successor state is calculated and the process starts over. When a terminal state is reached, the game ends and the players get the corresponding rewards.
Instantiation Process
There are several cases where it might be important to have the games' descriptions in an instantiated form. One is our general game solver [10] , which uses binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [2] to represent the states. To create a BDD, it is important to minimize the number of variables needed for representing any state. This number depends on the total number of reachable state atoms (it might be reduced if groups of mutually exclusive atoms can be found). The complete instantiation process works similar to the ideas in [4, 6] (see Algorithm 1). Apart from some more subtle differences, GDL differs from PDDL mainly by modeling the frame explicitly and by splitting the moves into two sets of formulas, namely the legal formulas, which act as a move's precondition, and the next formulas, which specify the effects, but the moves for which they are relevant are denoted by the does terms and thus can appear deep inside the body's formula. Thus, the various steps cannot be performed in the same way as in planning. In the following, we will present the critical steps in more detail.
Calculating Supersets of Reachable State Atoms, Moves and Axioms
Here, the two approaches (using Prolog and dependency graphs) differ.
Algorithm 1: Instantiation
Parse the GDL input.
1
Create the disjunctive normal form of the bodies of all formulas.
2
Calculate the supersets of all reachable atoms, moves and axioms (see Section 3.1).
3
Instantiate all formulas (see Section 3.2). 4 Find groups of mutually exclusive atoms (see Section 3.3).
5
Remove the axioms (by applying them in topological order).
6
Generate the instantiated GDL output.
7
Prolog We generate a Prolog description of the game but remove all negated atoms (in disjunctive normal form, any negation appears only right in front of an atom).
We repeat the following two steps, until no new moves or state atoms are found. The knowledge base contains all atoms and moves reached so far. Given these, we check for possible moves by querying Prolog for legal(P, M)
1 . For each returned player-move pair we add a corresponding move into the knowledge base by using Prolog's assert mechanism (assert(does(player, move))). Now, we determine the atoms true in the successor states by querying next(Atom) and insert them into the knowledge base as well (assert(true(atom))).
When a fixpoint is reached, the knowledge base contains a superset of all reachable state atoms and moves. To also come up with a superset of reachable axioms, we iterate through all the axioms and send queries to the Prolog program (by calling ax(V1, ..., Vn) with ax representing an axiom with n parameters).
Dependency Graph We found out that in several games Prolog is rather slow as it finds a large amount of duplicates. In these cases, our second approach using a dependency graph often is superior to the Prolog approach. We calculate the dependencies of any formula, i. e., for each head we connect its arguments to the arguments of predicates in the body containing the same variables (see the figure to the right displaying a part of the dependencies for the game Maze 2 , esp. those for the next formula and the axioms in Section 2), similar to [16] .
When resolving these dependencies, we come up with possible assignments for each of the parameters of each predicate. Unfortunately, we lose all information about the interaction between the different parameters, e. g., in a chess-game where a rook can move only along rows or columns, we may lose this information, so that a rook's move might be assumed to be possible from any cell to any other cell (depending on the quality of the game's description). To remedy this we perform several post-processing steps. We start by calculating all the possible state atoms, moves and axioms that the dependency graph suggests. Then we evaluate each formula for a given head to check if it might be applicable. This way, we can erase several of the unreachable state atoms, moves and axioms, so that the next stepwill take significantly less time. 
Instantiating Formulas
Once the supersets of all reachable state atoms, moves and axioms are found we can instantiate all the given formulas. A naïve idea would be to test each possible instantiation of each predicate of each formula and keep only those that are not conflicting (due to multiple assignments to variables), but this results in a big overhead concerning memory and runtime.
As we already calculated the disjunctive normal form and split those formulas whose base operator is a disjunction, all formulas incorporate only conjunctions. For these, we determine the number of different variables within the formula and create a matrix. The columns of this matrix represent the different variables, the rows their possible assignments. To get those we consider each predicate appearing in the conjunction and find, for each predicate, the set of reachable instantiated atoms (state atoms, moves or axioms), no matter how the other predicates might be instantiated.
To come up with the full instantiations we combine the assignments of the variables. For each predicate of the conjunction we need to check if the chosen instantiation is indeed possible. In case of some variables being distinct we additionally check if they are still distinct after instantiation (if they are not, we forget about this instantiation). When we are done, we have generated a superset of all reachable instantiations of the formulas.
In the dependency graph approach, we found that these supersets still are too large in several cases. Thus, we perform another post-processing step. Right after having calculated all the instantiated formulas, we perform a reachability analysis using these formulas but omit the negations, which is similar to what we did using Prolog with the uninstantiated formulas. In contrast to that approach, here we do not suffer from predicates being satisfied by several formulas and thus a large number of duplicates, so that the overhead in the runtime is small compared to the previous calculations.
The next formula from Section 2 would be represented by the matrix displayed to the right resulting in the instantiated formulas shown in Figure 1 . 
Finding Mutex Groups
In principle, at this point the instantiation is finished. To be prepared for a better evaluation of the games, we next calculate groups of mutually exclusive state atoms. A group of n mutually exclusive atoms can be encoded using log n bits.
To calculate these mutexes we proceed similar to the ideas of [12, 16] . For each predicate they try to find its input and output parameters. In most cases the first denote some position on a game board, whereas the latter denote the tokens placed there. For one predicate, all instantiated atoms with the same input parameters but different output parameters are mutually exclusive. To calculate these mutex groups we start by creating several hypotheses for each predicate specifying which of the parameters might be input parameters and check these in a number of states. Finally, we retain that hypothesis that holds in all visited states and produces the smallest state encoding. Using this, for a predicate we group those instantiated atoms together that share the same input parameters. We add an additional atom to each group denoting that there might be states where none of the group's atoms hold. Only for predicates with one parameter we check, if they appear in each visited state. If that is the case, we omit the additional atom.
To find the input and output parameters we write a Prolog program representing the game. With this we perform several simulation steps, where we calculate the legal moves for each player and choose one randomly. After each step we check, if the hypotheses hold by evaluating the corresponding predicates true in the current state. For these, we analyze their supposed input parameters by sorting and scanning them. If we find some duplicates, we know for certain that this set of parameters does not form a set of input parameters and discard the corresponding hypothesis. In the worst case, we have to check a number of hypotheses exponential in the number of parameters for each predicate, but often checking the initial state already discards lots of these hypotheses. Also, most games have only predicates with three or four parameters, which would result in at most three or six hypotheses, respectively.
In our experiments we observed no significant slowdown. Also, we found that in many cases already the analysis of the initial state yielded the final hypotheses. Only the games where the game board is not completely specified beforehand, e. g., in ConnectFour or TicTacToe, we need a number of steps to find the final hypotheses. Opposed to [12, 16] , for us two or three steps might not be enough. Especially in ConnectFour some more steps are required to reliably get correct mutexes. So, we chose to perform 50 steps, but still there is no guarantee that the final hypotheses are correct.
Experimental Results
We have implemented the instantiator in C++ using SWI-Prolog 3 and performed some experiments on our machine (one core of an Intel i7 920 with 2.67 GHz and 12 GB RAM). Using a timeout of one minute, which is close to the startup time during a competition, with this implementation we can instantiate 96 of the 171 enabled games from the website of Dresden's GGP server 4 using the Prolog based approach and 90 games using the dependency graphs. Of all the games instantiated, the Prolog based approach instantiated 11 games the dependency graph based one cannot, while the latter can instantiated 4 we cannot when we use Prolog. A number of the games on the server (20) uses GDL features we do not yet support, so that we cannot instantiate them for now; mostly these are encapsulated formulas. For the remaining games, we often run out of time (typically in the step of finding the supersets, or the one where we instantiate the formulas) or out of memory (either during the instantiation step or the removal of the axioms).
Note that, compared to our workshop paper [9] , we used another output. While the GDDL output we previously generated is better for our solver and in most cases also our player, here we output instantiated GDL (or KIF), so that our output can also be processed by all existing players. Also, especially for multi-player games, the generation of GDDL often dominates the runtime. So, we decided to generate the simpler output to better find the differences between the two instantiation approaches.
For a large number of the games the runtimes are similar with both approaches. For some games such as 3pffa, duplicatestate, or tictactoe 3d 6player we found that the Prolog based approach is a lot slower, because the inference mechanism returns too many duplicates, while for others such as catcha mouse, hanoi, minichess, peg, or sheep and wolf the dependency graph based approach initially generates supersets that are a lot larger than the final ones, so that the instantiation of the formulas is more time-consuming and also the post-processing steps take a while. Some results can be found in Figure 2 .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a way to instantiate general games specified in GDL, where we followed two different approaches for finding the supersets of reachable state atoms, moves and axioms, i. e., Prolog and dependency graphs.
The instantiator has been used to instantiate several games, though there are some for which the process either takes too much time or the memory runs out.
Especially for games containing lots of duplicates (or different ways to satisfy a formula), dependency graphs can outperform Prolog, while Prolog is faster if the supersets found by the dependency graph are too large. Thus, one might try to find out automatically which algorithm to use for instantiation -or to run both instantiations in parallel on two cores. Alternatively, if it is possible, decreasing the sizes of the supersets found by the dependency graph earlier should positively influence that algorithm's runtime.
Another aspect for future work might be the parallelization of the instantiation process. At least for some steps, e. g., the calculation of the disjunctive normal form (step 2) as well as the instantiation of the formulas (step 4), a parallel calculation is possible.
